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3 Claims. (Cl 15-147) 
This invention relates to an improved and 

Sinaplified mop for dusting floors, walls, and the 
iike aid, more particularly, to a dust mop which 
employs a U-shaped fraine covered with rubber 
to prevent the frame from scratching floors, 
Walls, articles of furniture, radiators, and the 
like. 

It is Well recognized that the ordinary mop 
must be operated carefully to avoid scratching 
furniture, and the like, and even the most care 
ful operation Will not entirely prevent the ranop 
from Occasionally causing Scratches due to the 
fact that the ordinary mop has metal attach 
ments, Screws, bolts, wire, and the like. This 
ethod of operation is objectionable as it is 

Somewhat SioW. Also, as ordinary mops are gen 
erally buiky, they cannot be used effectively 
under low-set articles of furniture and, conse. 
quently, either Such places aust be neglected 
or eise such furniture must be moved. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention. 
to provide a mop having a U-shaped frame, 
imade of tempered wire, with a jacket of rubber. 

It is also an object of this invention to provide 
a U-shaped mop frame with resilient covering 
and joining means for detachably joining one end 
of a mop handle to the mop frame whereby the 
frame may be flexed about the end of the handle 
for permitting universal movement of the arms . 
of the U-shaped frame in any direction What 
SOWe 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

the mop frame with a detachable pair of cloth 
jacketS each having Secured thereto a plurality 
of roWs of yarn threads. 
These objects are obtained by bending a tem 

pered Spring Wire into approximately the shape 
of a U. This wire is then placed in a tubular 
mold where it is supported on a plurality of 
pins and is thereby locked in the center of the 
mold. With the rubber and then vulcanized. Be 
cause the Wire is locked in position by the pins, 
the Wire is prevented from floating while the 
rubber is being Vulcanized into a soft, durable 
jacket comprising a resilient one-piece unit hav 
ing two arms for forming an open ended U and 
an integral intermediate portion for connecting 
the arms. This prevents the wire from break 
ing out of its rubber jacket and causes the wire 
to adhere to the rubber except at the point where 
the rubber flexes. Molded integrally at the mid 
point of the integral intermediate member is 
a hollow handle receiving member having an 
annular groove therein for engagement with an 
annular collar cut around the handle of the 

mop. This construction prevents the mop frame 
from being accidentally removed from the han 
die when the mop is shaken to remove dust. 
A pair of cloth jackets, or cleanSirag members, 

are slid over the ends of the arms of the mop 
fraine and are fastened together with tie strings. 
A plurality of rows, preferably three, of yarn 
threads are stitched to each cloth jacket. AS 
the line of sitching is along the middle of each 
yarn thread, there is, in effect, a double row of 
yarn threads along each line of stitching. . In 
the preferred form, the three rows of Stitching in 
effect secure six rows of yarn threads on each 
jacket. The advantage of this construction is 
that it facilitates shaking dust from the mop 
due to the rows of yarn being evenly spaced apart 
instead of being all. Stitched in One roW. AS 
the cloth jackets are readily removable they 
can be put in the wash and can be easily re 
placed when they become worn or badly soiled. 
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These and other features of the invention. Will 

now be described in more detail in connection 
with the following detailed description of the 
drawing in which: 

Fig. 1 is a side view showing one arm of the 
mop frame partly in cross-section and showing 
its other arm covered with its cloth jacket and 
yarn; ... " 

Fig. 2 is an end view of the rubber covered 
mop frame With two alternative positions shown 
in dotted lines to indicate the manner in which 
the frame flexes about the end of the handle as 
a fulcrum due to the use of the resilient ex 
tension; and . . . . - - - - - 

Fig. 3 illustrates the method of securing the 
yarn threads to the rubber jacket. 

. Fig. 1 is drawn partly in Cross-section in order 
ito show the construction of the improved mop 
which includes a supporting frame constructed 
of a tennipered spring Wire bent into approxi 
mately, the shape of a U. The frame A is in 
cased in a covering, or jacket, 2 composed of a 
resilient material, preferably rubber. In ac 
cordance with the preferred embodiment of the 
invention, the resilient jacket 2 is formed about 
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the frame by placing the U-shaped frame, in 
a tubular mold (not shown) where it is supported . 
on a plurality of Supporting pins (not shown) 
and is thereby locked in the center of the rinold 
with the rubber and then vulcanized. As can be 
Seen in Fig. 1, there is thus formed a resilient 
molded one-piece rubber unit 2 having two arms 
for forming an open ended U with an integral 
intermediate rubber member for connecting the 
BS - - . . . . . . . . . 
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Due to the wire frame being locked in posi 
tion by the supporting pins, the frame is kept 
from floating while the rubber is Vulcanized into 
a soft, durable jacket 2. This prevents the frame 
from breaking out of its rubber jacket 2 and 

causes the wire frame to adhere to the rubber 
jacket 2 except at the point where the rubber 
flexes. After vulcanization has been completed, 
the frame and its jacket 2 are removed from 
the mold. Incidentally, holes 3-3 will be left 
in the rubber jacket 2 by the supporting pins 
but these holes 3-3 are not objectionable and 
have no deleterious effect. 
The mold is also designed to form part of the 

rubber into a hollow handle receiving member 
4 molded integrally at the midpoint of the in 
tegral intermediate portion of the one-piece rub 
ber unit 2 and having an annular groove 5 
therein. This hollow extension is provided for 
receiving one. end of a handle 6 constructed of 
any suitable material, such as Wood. The end 
of this handle 6 is provided with an annular 
collar i cut out of the Wood in Such proportions 
as to adapt it to fit into, or engage With, the 
annular groove 5. The engagement of collar 
with groove 5 prevents the frame and its jacket 
2 from accidentally falling off the handle 6 When 
the mop is shaken to renove dust. 
Over the end of each of the tWO arms of the 

U-shaped frame and its jacket 2 is dra Win a 
cloth jacket 8. A plurality of yarn threads 9 
are secured to each cloth jacket 3 in a manner 
to be described hereinafter, Near one end of 
each of the cloth jackets 8 are Secured a plurality 
(preferably two) of tie strings 3-0. These 
tie strings - are provided for enabling the 
cloth, jackets 8-8 to be fastened together by 
tying one set of strings i-fi to the other Set 
of strings 5-0. This serves to hold the cloth 
jackets 8-8 securely on the mop. The ad 
vantage of this construction is that the cleansing 
members 8-3 may be readily removed for clean 
ing when they become Soiled and may also be 
removed when they become Worn and replaced 
With new ones. 
As can be seen in Fig. 1, there is a point of 

flexure between the end of handle 6 and the 
wire frame where there is no rigid material 
incased in the rubber jacket 2. This enables 
the rubber jacket 2 to flex freely about the end 
of handle 6 which acts as a fulcrum. The man 
ner in which the rubber jacket 2 may be flexed 
is illustrated in Fig. 2 wherein the normal posi 
tion of the frame and its jacket 2 is shown 
in Solid lines and two flexed positions are rep 
resented in dot-dash lines. As is indicated in 
Fig. 2, the frame and jacket 2 bend easily at 
the point of flexure f l and may be readily flipped 
back and forth. This resilient construction per 
mits universal movement of the arms independ 
ently of each other in any direction whatsoever 
about the end of handle 6, the resiliency of 
this construction also serving to return the arms 
to their normal position. 
The object of the universal movement obtained 

from this resilient and flexible construction is 
to enable the mop to lay flat and keep its frame 

parallel. With a floor Surface regardless of the 
angle that the handle 6 makes with the floor 
Surface. This makes it possible to dust under 
low-set articles of furniture without moving them. 
as the mop can be readily slid under such fur 
niture Without Scratching it. Due to this novel 
construction of the mop, it is possible to use 

5 both sides of the mop. The U-shape of the 

2,185,873 
frame allows the prongs of the mop to embrace 
Steam pipes, bed posts, furniture legs, and the 
Segments of Venetian blinds. As the tempered 
Spring wire frame f is flexible and due to the 
resiliency of the rubber unit 2, the arms of the 
Open ended U may be moved in any direction 
Whatsoever and may be spread or compressed 
to fit into corners to meet the needs of a par 
ticular situation. In this connection, attention 
is called to the fact that a Washable cotton 
flannel jacket can be fitted over the yarn 9 and 
jacket 8 to provide a soft full foundation for 
use in dusting Walls, moldings, Windows, and 
doors. If desired, a jacket made of lamb's wool 
may be substituted for the yarn 9 and jacket 8 
for use in dusting walls. 
The preferred covering for the mop comprises 

a cloth jacket 8 to which is secured a plurality 
Of yarn threads 9. These yarn threads 9 are 
preferably Secured to the jacket 8 by a line of 
Stitching 2 as shown in Fig. 3. As the line of 
Stitching 2 is along the middle of each yarn. 
thread 9, there is, in effect, a double row of 
yarn threads 9 along each line of Stitching 2. 
In the preferred embodiment of the invention, 

three rows of stitching 2 are used to secure the 
yarn 9 so that there are, in effect, six rows of 
yarn threads 9 on each jacket 8. It is to be 
understood that the invention is not limited to 
three rows of stitching 2 and that other methods 
of securing the yarn 9 to the jacket 8 may be 
used if desired. The advantage of the construc 
tion shown in Fig. 3 is that it facilitates removal 
of dust from the mop When the mop is shaken 
due to the rows of yarn being evenly spaced apart 
instead of being all stitched in one row thereby 
providing the yarn threads with space to rove. 
In Shaking the mop, the mop is held with the 
fiat side in a vertical position and the handle 
is then Shaken up and down sharply thereby 
Causing the arms of the mop to vibrate briskly. 
The brisk vibration of the arms of the mop forc 
ibly jolts the particles of dust from the yarn 9. 

It is to be understood that the specific con 
struction and arrangement of the parts shown in 
the drawing have been shown and described in 
Order to illustrate the principles and features 
Of the invention and that certain details of the 
construction of the mop may be changed with 
Out departing from the Scope of the invention : 
Which is to be limited only by the claims ap 
pended hereto. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A mop including in combination a handle, 

a cleansing member, a resilient molded one-piece 
rubber unit having two arms for forming an open 
ended U for directly supporting the cleansing 
member, Said arms having a normal position in 
respect to Said handle, resilient means for caus 
ing said arms to Vibrate back and forth rapidly 
in response to a shock imparted to the handle, 
Said resilient means including an integral inter 
mediate rubber portion for connecting the arms 
for permitting universal movement of said arms 
independently of each other in any direction 
Whatsoever about the end of said handle and 
for returning the arms to their normal position, 
and a hollow rubber member molded integrally 
at the mid-point of said integral intermediate 
portion and projecting rearwardly therefrom for 
receiving and Securely retaining one end of the 
handle. 

2. A mop including in combination a handle, 
a cleansing member, a resilient molded one-piece 
rubber unit having two arms for forming an 
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open ended U for directly supporting the cleans 
ing member, said arms having a normal position 
in respect to said handle, resilient means for 
permitting universal movement of said arms in 
dependently of each other in any direction What 
SOever about the end of said handle and for 
returning the arms to their normal position, 
Said resilient means including an integral inter 
mediate rubber member for connecting said 
arms, and a hollow rubber member molded in 
tegrally at the mid-point of said integral inter 
mediate member and projecting rearwardly 
therefrom for receiving and retaining one end 
Of Said handle. 

3. A mop for use with a detachable cleansing 
member, said mop having a handle and being 
characterized in this that it includes a support 
ing member having two integrally formed arms 
projecting therefrom for directly supporting a, 
cleansing member, and a hollow handle receiv 
ing member formed integrally at the mid-point 
of the supporting member and projecting rear 
Wardly therefrom for receiving one end of said 
handle, Said supporting member and its integral 
arms and said integral handle. receiving member 
having all their external surfaces composed sole 
ly of rubber. ". . . . . 

JOSEPH. A. UNDERHILL. 
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